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Adiabatic pulses are most conveniently studied in the frequency velocity of the motion of ve . Mathematically this is ex-
frame which is a frame of reference rotating at the instantaneous pressed by the adiabatic condition (3) ,
frequency of the pulse. In this frame the adiabatic condition
\gBeff \ @ Éug É sets an upper limit on the sweep rate ug of the Beff Q(v0 , t) @ 1, [1]
vector. This, in turn, places a lower bound on the pulse duration.
Adiabatic behavior is studied at the threshold duration and two

where Q is the adiabatic parameter,pulses are examined: ( i ) a pulse with a constant sweep rate (CAP

pulse) and (ii ) a conventional sech/ tanh adiabatic pulse. It is
shown that the sech/ tanh pulse performs robust magnetization

Q(v0 , t) Å \ve(v0 , t)\

Éug (v0 , t)É
, [2]inversion although it seems to violate the adiabatic condition.

This puzzling phenomenon is solved by switching into a second-
order rotating frame of reference (SORF) where it is shown that

and tan uÅDv /v1 . Inversion is obtained when the effectivethe adiabatic condition is fulfilled. This frame coincides with the
field moves the longitudinal magnetization Mz from the /zfrequency frame at the beginning of the pulse. Assuming an RF
to the 0z axis over a wide band of Larmor frequencies.field along the x-axis of the frequency frame, the SORF then

We confine ourselves hereafter to on-resonance behaviorrotates about the common y -axis during the pulse with the z-axis
and conveniently define the Larmor frequency at the centerof the new frame aligned with the Beff vector. It is shown that

adiabatic motion may be performed in the SORF, in which the of the slice as the zero frequency. Accordingly, v0 is omitted
sweep rate is increased indefinitely; the adiabatic condition is from the notation that follows. In the frame of reference of
violated by this motion in the frequency frame but is fulfilled in the slice center we may plot the route traced by the tip of
the SORF. The lower bound on the sweep rate in the frequency the ve vector. This graph of v1( t) vs Dv( t) is called the
frame is thereby lifted. q 1998 Academic Press trajectory of the adiabatic pulse (4) . An adiabatic pulse is

characterized by its trajectory and the rate of motion of ve

upon it. Three classic examples (expressed here as ampli-
tude/frequency modulation functions) include the sech/tanhAdiabatic fast passage has long been used to invert a
(5) , sin/cos (6) , and const / tan (3) . For a given trajectory,selected band of spins. These pulses retain their robustness
say a half ellipse (7) as in the sin/cos and sech/tanh pulses,even when subjected to nonuniform RF amplitude. The pulse

is defined by its instantaneous amplitude v1( t) Å gB1( t) the adiabatic condition limits the sweep rate ug at which the
and frequency v( t) and is most conveniently studied in the trajectory is traversed. This, of course, places a lower bound
frequency frame, which is a frame of reference rotating at on the pulse duration. We begin by studying this limit more
the instantaneous frequency of the pulse (1) . It operates by precisely.
causing the magnetization vector M to follow the effective For the sake of simplicity we restrict the discussion to
field vector ve Å gBeff which is composed of the RF field trajectories for which the effective field vector has a constant
v1 and the resonance offset Dv(v0 , t) Å v( t) 0 v0 , v0 length \ve( t) \ Å ve å r . This choice will be further justified
being the Larmor frequency of the spin we are inspecting. later. The adiabatic condition for such pulses is
The adiabatic theorem (2) asserts that the magnetization
vector M remains spin-locked to ve provided that the rate

Q( t) Å r

Éug É
@ 1. [3]of precession of M about ve is much faster than the angular

In order to study the lower limit of this condition it is most1 Address correspondence to: Daniel Rosenfeld, Elscint MRI Center, POB
intuitive to first examine the simplest motion of the effective550 Haifa 31004, Israel. Fax: 972-4-8575-593. E-mail: danny@mri.elscint.

co.il. field vector.
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103IS THE SECH/TANH ADIABATIC PULSE REALLY ADIABATIC?

Constant Adiabaticity Pulse: In analogy to Ref. (8) , we
define a constant adiabaticity pulse (CAP) as a pulse for
which the adiabatic parameter is constant:

QCAP( t) Å q0 . [4]

In our case ve Å const, which implies that the trajectory is
swept at a constant angular velocity with modulation func-
tions

v1( t) Å r cos(pt /T )

Dv( t) Å r sin(pt /T ) . [5]

T is the pulse duration and te [0T /2, T /2] . The pulse dura-
tion is, then,

TCAP Å
q0

r
U, [6] FIG. 2. Maximal angle subtended between the effective field vector ve

and the magnetization vector M during a p inversion pulse for different
pulse durations for a CAP pulse (solid line) and a sech/tanh pulse (dashedwhere U is the maximal tip angle (e.g., p radians for an
line) . The amplitude is r /2p Å 1 kHz. The threshold duration is designated

inversion pulse) , and the constant adiabatic parameter by the dotted vertical line.

QCAP Å q0 Å
rT

U
. [7]

the final Mz magnetization of a CAP inversion pulse for differ-
As shown in Refs. (8–10) , CAP pulses are short and efficient. ent pulse durations (cf. Eq. [21] in the Appendix) . The
When q0 is sufficiently high, that is, when the adiabatic amplitude is r /2p Å 1 kHz. The collapse of adiabaticity is
condition is fulfilled, we expect the magnetization vector M apparent in this figure. We chose the threshold duration at
to remain spin-locked to the field vector ve . During the T Å 2.7 ms, which is represented by the vertical dotted line.
adiabatic following it is anticipated that only a small angle By Eq. [7] this duration corresponds to the value of q0 Å
will be extended between the two vectors. When q0 is too 5.4, that is, inversion is guaranteed when q0 ™ 5.4 [similar
low, on the other hand, the adiabatic condition breaks down results were obtained in Ref. (8)] .
and tracking is lost. This causes a large angle to develop According to the adiabatic theorem, the better the adia-
between the two vectors. batic condition is fulfilled, the more the tracking improves.

What is the lowest value of q0 for which the CAP pulse This is demonstrated by the solid line in Fig. 2, where we
still inverts the magnetization? The solid line in Fig. 1 shows have plotted the maximal angle subtended between the effec-

tive field vector ve and the magnetization vector M during
the CAP inversion pulse for various pulse durations. It can
be seen that at the threshold duration the maximal angle is
approximately 217. At shorter durations the angle increases
substantially because tracking is lost.

In summary, the maximal sweep rate of the effective field
vector for the CAP pulse is ug Å r /q0 . By selecting the lowest
value for q0 we achieve the fastest sweep rate and, hence,
the shortest pulse.

sech/tanh Adiabatic Pulse: The sech/tanh pulse (5) is
an efficient adiabatic pulse. Although we are concentrating
on on-resonance behavior, it should be mentioned that this
pulse is endowed with a robust wideband response. The
modulation functions of the sech/tanh pulse are given by
(ignoring, for the time being, the assumption of constant r)

FIG. 1. Final Mz magnetization of a p inversion pulse for different
pulse durations for a CAP pulse (solid line) and a sech/tanh pulse (dashed v1( t) Å A sech(bt)
line) . The amplitude is r /2p Å 1 kHz. The threshold duration is designated
by the dotted vertical line. Dv( t) Å B tanh(vt) , [8]
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104 ROSENFELD AND ZUR

where A Å gB1 max is the peak RF amplitude of the pulse;
B Å BW/2, where BW is the inverted bandwidth of the
pulse; te [0T /2, T /2] ; and b Å 10.6/T (which ensures
truncation of the RF amplitude at 1% of its peak value) .
We begin by examining the final Mz magnetization on reso-
nance for which there exists an analytic expression (see Ref.
(11) , Eq. [17]):

Mz Å

0tanh2(pBT /21.2) / sech2(pBT /21.2)

1 cos(pBT
√
£

2 0 1/10.6) for £ ú 1

0tanh2(pBT /21.2) / sech2(pBT /21.2)

1 cosh(pBT
√
1 0 £

2 /10.6) for £ ° 1

, [9]

FIG. 4. Minimal value that can be obtained for the adiabatic parameter
Q for various values of £ Å A /B .where £ Å A /B . It is interesting to note that although the

pulse is defined by three parameters, namely A , B , and T , the
actual behavior of Mz is governed by only two dimensionless

then ask what the shortest pulse is which could still achieveparameters, the ratio £ and the product BT . In Fig. 3a, con-
inversion. For this purpose, the data in Fig. 3a is more conve-tours are plotted of the final Mz magnetization for various
niently displayed in the format depicted in Fig. 3b. Here thevalues of £ and BT . Inspection of Eq. [9] reveals that for
contours of the final Mz magnetization are plotted for variouslarge enough values of BT the leftmost term (i.e., the tanh2

values of 1/£ Å B /A and AT . The thick dashed line, whichterm) dominates the other, and as a result Mz approaches
corresponds exactly to the thick dashed line in Fig. 3a, shows01. The thick dashed line in Fig. 3a represents the threshold
clearly that for a given value of A , the shortest inversionat which Mz Å 00.95 [a result similar to the left branch of
pulse is obtained for B Å A . The pulse duration in this casethis curve was obtained by simulation in Ref. (12) , Fig. 9];
is Tmin á 17/A (for A given in units of rad/s) . In particular,in the blank region above the curve Mz ° 00.95 the pulse
in our example for which A /2p Å 1 kHz, the minimal dura-behaves adiabatically, that is, the pulse continues to invert
tion is Tmin Å 2.7 ms, which agrees with our choice of thethe magnetization robustly even when A is varied (for fixed
threshold duration.values of B and T ) . In this case £ is treated as a variation

Next we wish to find the minimal value of the adiabaticparameter which represents the inhomogeneity of B1

parameter Q throughout the pulse. Using \v e\ Åthroughout the sample [cf. Refs. (1, 6, 9)] . The curve por- √
v 2

1 / Dv 2 and tan u Å Dv /v1 , an expression is obtainedtrays the optimum performance of the sech/tanh pulse; for
for the adiabatic parameter:example, for given values of A and B , the shortest pulse can

be read off this graph.
When concerned exclusively with on-resonance perfor-

Q Å \ve\

Éug É
Å 1

10.6
BT

(cosh2bt / £
2 0 1)3/2

£ cosh2bt
. [10]mance, one is only limited by the maximum available RF

amplitude, viz. A Å gB1 max . For a given value of A , we may

The minimal value is obtained by direct derivation of Eq.
[10] while keeping in mind that cosh bt¢ 1. Some straight-
forward algebra yields

Qmin Å
3

√
3

21.2
BT

√
£

2 0 1
£

for £ ú
√
3/2

BT£ 2 /10.6 for £ °
√
3/2

. [11]

It is interesting to note that like Mz in Eq. [9] , Qmin is also
a function of the two parameters £ and BT . Now, for each
value of £, the minimal BT is given by the thick dashed line

FIG. 3. Contours of the longitudinal magnetization Mz at the end of a in Fig. 3a. The minimal possible Qmin is then calculated using
sech/tanh pulse plotted (a) for various values of £ and BT (cf. Eq. [9]) ;

this minimum BT , and the results are plotted in Fig. 4. The(b) for various values of 1/£ and AT . The thick dashed line represents the
graph reveals that the minimal possible value of the adiabaticthreshold at which Mz Å 00.95 and the pulse behaves adiabatically; in the

blank region above this curve Mz ° 00.95. parameter in a sech/tanh pulse is Qá 1.6, which is obtained
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105IS THE SECH/TANH ADIABATIC PULSE REALLY ADIABATIC?

for £ Å 1, that is, for A Å B . Thus, Figs. 3 and 4 justify our tracking which, in turn, rendered inversion. An equal-dura-
tion sech/tanh pulse, on the other hand, accomplishes inver-choice of constant r , and we shall limit ourselves henceforth

to this choice. sion with an adiabatic parameter as low as Qmin
sech á 1.6 (cf.

Selecting A Å B å r , the modulation functions of the also Fig. 4) .
sech/tanh pulse are given by This impression is further enhanced by examining the

dashed line in Fig. 2. It is seen that the maximum angle
subtended between the effective field vectorve and the mag-v1( t) Å r sech(bt)
netization vector M during our threshold pulse is 447, which

Dv( t) Å r tanh(bt) . [12] is double the angle of the CAP pulse. It is difficult to associate
such a large angle with ‘‘adiabatic locking.’’

The trajectory, a half circle, is identical with that of a CAP It seems, in consequence, that the sech/tanh pulse is not
pulse though the rate of motion along the trajectory differs: performing adiabatic tracking. What, then, is the physics
As opposed to the CAP pulse, which sweeps the trajectory behind this behavior, that is, why is inversion achieved in
with a constant angular velocity (assuming r Å const) , the spite of the nonadiabatic motion? Since the sech/tanh pulse
sech/tanh pulse starts off very slowly and gathers speed as allows us to perform faster inversion while violating the
it advances along the trajectory. Its peak angular velocity is adiabatic condition, can this physical principle be exploited
reached halfway through the pulse, when the tip angle is to design shorter pulses other than the sech/tanh pulse?
907. This scene is then played back symmetrically, so that To answer these questions, it is instructive to examine the
the effective field vector slows down again. The adiabatic adiabatic pulse in a second-order rotating frame denoted
parameter manifests this behavior (cf. Eq. [10] with £ Å 1): SORF (1, 6) . Figure 5a illustrates the frequency frame des-

ignated by the x *, y *, z * axes and the SORF designated by
the x 9, y 9, z 9 axes [nomenclature as in Ref. (1)] . The twoQsech ( t) Å r

Éug É
Å r

b
cosh(bt) . [13]

frames coincide at the beginning of the pulse. The SORF
rotates about the y*-axis during the pulse with the z 9-axis
aligned with the Beff vector. Therefore, in the SORF depictedThe adiabaticity at the beginning and end of the pulse is
in Fig. 5b, the Beff vector always points along the z9-axis.very good because of the slow motion of ve . The lowest
Since the SORF rotates with respect to the frequency framevalue is obtained at the middle of the pulse, for t Å 0, where
at a rate of (du /dt) , a ‘‘virtual’’ field of 0(du /dt) must be
added along the rotation axis y *Å y 9. As a result, the ‘‘effec-

Qmin
sech Å Qsech (0) Å r

b
. [14] tive field’’ in the SORF, designated beff in Fig. 5b, is a sum

of these two fields and is tilted away from the z9-axis by an
angle of w where, comparing with Eq. [2] ,

The dashed line in Fig. 1 shows the final Mz magnetization
of a sech/tanh pulse for different pulse durations (cf. Eq.

cot w Å \ve\

Édu /dtÉ
å Q , [15][20] in the Appendix) . It can be appreciated that the behav-

ior is similar to that of the CAP pulse with the same threshold
duration. that is, the cotangent of the tilt angle in the SORF is precisely

Let us focus our attention on a sech/tanh pulse with mini- the adiabatic parameter in the original frame. Fulfillment of
mal duration (TÅ 2.7 ms in our example) . One might expect the adiabatic condition [2] in the latter implies that cot w
that this pulse exhibits adiabatic behavior similar to the @ 1, that is, w á 0. This, in turn, means that the ‘‘virtual’’
threshold CAP pulse described previously. A puzzling situa- field vector Éug É must be small. Observe that this vector is
tion, however, is revealed if we calculate the ratio between precisely the sweep rate of the original trajectory.
the minimal values of the adiabatic parameter of both pulses. Let us demonstrate this point with respect to the CAP pulse
We get, using Eqs. [7] and [14], of Eq. [5] . The z 9 component is r Å const, whereas the y 9

component is ug Å U /T Å const. Thus, the angle w is fixed,
with cot w Å r /ug å QCAP . Adiabaticity is ensured by theQmin

sech

QCAP

Å U

10.6
á 0.3.

condition QCAP @ 1 which, in turn, implies that the angle w
is small. In the SORF, the magnetization vector will precess
around beff with a fixed angle w subtended between them.It is seen that the value the adiabatic parameter of the sech/

tanh plunges to 30% of its value in an equal-duration CAP Therefore, the largest angle that may develop between the
magnetization vector and the z 9 axis is 2w, which, by defini-pulse. In particular, it was determined earlier that the mini-

mal adiabatic parameter for a constant sweep rate CAP pulse tion, is small. This explains adiabatic tracking of the CAP

pulse using the second-order frame.is QCAP Å q0 Å 5.4. This was the lowest value that ensured
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106 ROSENFELD AND ZUR

by Q2 , the second-order adiabatic parameter, thereby refer-
ring to the adiabatic parameter Q in the original frequency
frame as the first-order adiabatic parameter. Thus, the sweep
rate ug in the original frame may be increased to any value
as long as condition [16] is obeyed. Moreover, this motion
is definitely adiabatic although the adiabatic condition in
the original frequency frame, Eq. [3] , may be violated. In
particular, for the sech/tanh pulse we obtain

Q2,sech ( t) Å (r 2cosh2(bt) / b 2) 3/2

rb 2
Écosh(bt)sinh(bt)É

, [17]

the minimum of which is

Qmin
2,sech Å

a(2 / a 2 / q)3/2√
(1 / a 2 / q)(1 / q)

, [18]

where a å r /b Å Qmin
sech and q Å

√
1 / a 2 / a 4 . It is easily

seen that Qmin
2,sech ú Qmin

sech , that is, the adiabaticity of the sech/
tanh pulse is always better in the SORF. In particular, for
our threshold pulse we have Qmin

sech Å 1.6, a nonadiabatic
value, whereas Qmin

2,sech Å 6.5, which is by all means adiabatic.
Moreover, the minimal possible ratio of the two parameters,
Qmin

2,sech /Qmin
sech , is approximately 2.6. We conclude that the

threshold sech/tanh pulse is indeed adiabatic in the SORF,
whereas it is not in the original frequency frame.

What is the motion of the beff vector in the SORF during
an adiabatic pulse? At the beginning and at the end of the
pulse the beff vector must coincide with the Beff vector, that
is, be aligned with the z 9-axis. In the middle of the pulse,
beff is tilted away from the z 9-axis by increasing ug , and is
eventually returned to that axis by decreasing ug . When this

FIG. 5. (a) The frequency frame designated by the x*, y *, z * axes, and is performed adiabatically the magnetization vector M fol-
the second-order rotating frame (SORF) designated by the x9, y 9, z 9 axes. lows beff , both subtending an angle w with the z 9-axis, that
(b) The beff field in the SORF. is, with Beff . We described earlier what appeared to be non-

adiabatic motion in the frequency frame where a large angle
was spanned between M and Beff . It can now be understood
that we were in fact observing adiabatic locking of M to theIt is possible to increase the sweep rate ug while still main-
beff vector, and the large angle is actually the angle w.taining adiabaticity? The answer is in the affirmative as dem-

onstrated by Fig. 6, which depicts the y 9 /z 9 plane of the
SORF. Increasing ug tilts the beff -vector away from the z 9
axis, though the tip of this vector is confined to the horizontal
line z 9 Å r . If this increase is performed slowly enough, the
motion in the SORF will be adiabatic, causing the magnetiza-
tion vector to follow the beff vector. Adiabaticity in the SORF
is ensured by the condition

Q2( t) Å \gbeff \

Éw
g

É

@ 1, [16]

FIG. 6. The y 9–z 9 plane of the SORF.where we designated the adiabatic parameter in the SORF
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107IS THE SECH/TANH ADIABATIC PULSE REALLY ADIABATIC?

compares this pulse with a CAP pulse of equal duration and
amplitude. Figure 7a depicts the angle subtended between
the effective field vector Beff and the magnetization vector
M during the pulse as viewed from the frequency frame. It
can be seen that for the CAP pulse the maximum angle is
267—above the adiabatic threshold for a CAP pulse (217) .
The adiabatic parameter for this pulse is q0 Å 4.2, which is
well below the threshold value. It is not surprising, then,
that the CAP pulse does not achieve full inversion. The linearFIG. 7. (a) Frequency frame: the angle subtended between the effective

field vector Beff and the magnetization vector M during the 3p inversion pulse, on the other hand, performs the increase–decrease
pulses. (b) SORF: the angle subtended between the effective field vector pattern discussed earlier. The maximal angle at mid-pulse
beff and the magnetization vector M . Linear pulse (solid line) and CAP

is 267 but it decreases at the end of the pulse to less thanpulse (dashed line) . Amplitude is r /2p Å 1 kHz and pulse duration is T
37, which ensures robust inversion.Å 6.36 ms.

Figure 7b shows the angle between the effective field
vector beff and the magnetization vector M , both measuredUsing the principles discussed here one can envisage other
in the SORF. The maximal angle of 47 between the twopulses besides the sech/tanh pulse which defy adiabaticity
vectors (vs 137 for the corresponding CAP pulse) confirmsin the frequency frame but do behave adiabatically in the
that excellent tracking is taking place in this frame.SORF. As a simple example, let us employ the same constant

In this paper we have gained new insight into the behaviorradius half-circle trajectory traced by the sech/tanh pulse.
of adiabatic pulses by switching into a second-order rotatingA pulse is then completely determined by the function
frame of reference. It was shown that, although the pulse

ug ( t) ; for example, ug Å b sech(bt) for t e [0T /2, T /2] for
behaved nonadiabatically in the original frame, adiabaticity

the sech/tanh pulse. The simplest variant on this theme
was preserved in the SORF. By transferring into the new

would be a pulse which varies its sweep rate linearly, viz.,
frame of reference we gained a degree of freedom: We could
liberate ourselves of the constraint on the angular velocityug Å g0(T /2 0 ÉtÉ) , t e [0T /2, T /2] ,
ug (Eq. [3]) ; instead we obtained a limitation on w

h
(Eq.

where g0 Å 4U /T 2 (calculated so that U Å *
T
ug dt) . The [16]) which was found to be less restrictive. Reexamining

on-resonance performance of this pulse is similar to that of Fig. 6 we observe that the beff vector in this frame of refer-
the sech/tanh inversion pulse, but can be utilized for large ence is tilted away from the z9-axis at an angular rate of
tip angles U (preferably integral multiples of p) as well as w

h
. The same idea may be reapplied here: We can switch

for inversion. In fact, the larger the tip angle, the more into a third-order rotating frame of reference which rotates
efficient the pulse is compared to a similar CAP pulse. Let about the x9-axis during the pulse with the z--axis aligned
us examine the first half of the pulse. We substitute t Å t with the beff vector. This process could, in principle, be

continued indefinitely, gaining a new degree of freedom by0 T /2 so that ug increases linearly with the new time variable
each switch. The analysis, though, becomes ever more com-t, that is, ug Å g0t for t e [0, T /2] . The first-order adiabatic
plex.parameter is then given by

In summary, a threshold sech/tanh pulse was shown to
behave nonadiabatically in the frequency frame of reference.QLIN Å

rT 2

4U
1
t
Å r

g0

1
t

, [19]
The adiabatic parameter plunged to low values which caused
the ‘‘adiabatic locking’’ mechanism to break down. The

which shows that the adiabatic parameter decreases with
puzzle was solved by switching into a second-order rotating

time as 1/t and can diminish to very low values. The mini-
frame of reference where the pulse was shown to obey the

mal values of the first- and second-order adiabatic parame-
adiabatic condition. The degree of freedom that was gained

ters for the pulse are
during the switch could be used to design efficient adiabatic
pulses with large tip angles.

Qmin
LIN Å

rT

2U
and Qmin

2,LIN Å
r 2T 2

4U
,

APPENDIX
and their ratio Qmin

2,LIN /Qmin
LIN Å rT /2. For large tip angles

Qmin
LIN may drop to very small values, whereas Qmin

2,LIN will still Expressions for Mz (T ) in sin/cos and sech/tanh Pulses
ensure adiabaticity.

As an example let us examine a U Å 3p inversion pulse In this appendix expressions are derived for the final Mz

magnetization on-resonance for the sin/cos and sech/tanhwith amplitude r /2p Å 1 kHz. We choose g0 Å 0.932 so
that the resulting pulse duration is T Å 6.36 ms. Figure 7 pulses with constant r .
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For the sech/tanh pulse given by Eq. [12] we use Eq. [9] ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
with £ Å 1. The result is

The authors gratefully acknowledge valuable discussions with Dr. Shi-
mon L. Panfil and with Maier Fenster.
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